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suffering of even the least of its members, and to negate the
internal reflexive forms of that suffering. By now, this negation
in the interest of all can be realized only in a solidarity that is
transparent to itself and all the living.

MATERIALISM IMAGELESS

To those who do not want such realization, materialism has since
done the favor to debase itself. The tutelage that caused this is not
mankind’s own fault, as Kant thought. In the meantime, at least, it
has come to be systematically reproduced by men in power. The
objective spirit, which they maneuver because they need its restraint,
adjusts to a consciousness that has been restrained over thousands
of years. A materialism come to political power is no less sold on
such practices than the world it once wanted to change; it keeps
fettering the human consciousness instead of comprehending it
and changing it on its part. On the threadbare pretext of a
dictatorship (now half a century old) of the proletariat (long
bureaucratically administered), governmental terror machines
entrench themselves as permanent institutions, mocking the theory
they carry on their lips. They chain their vassals to their most
direct concerns and keep them stupid.

Yet the depravation of theory could not have happened, had
there been no apocryphal dregs in it. In their summary treatment
of culture, from the outside, the functionaries who monopolize it
would clumsily feign superiority to culture, thereby rendering aid
to universal regression. Those whose expectations of imminent
revolution made them wish to liquidate philosophy were impatient
enough with its demands to lag behind philosophy even then. The
apocryphal part of materialism reveals the one of high philosophy,
the untruth in the sovereignty of the spirit which the reigning
materialism disdains as cynically as bourgeois society used to do
in secret. Idealistic majesty is the apocryphal imprint, a relationship
which the texts of Kafka and Beckett glaringly illuminate.

The deficiencies of materialism are the unreflected deficiencies
of the prevailing condition. What has been unable to keep up, due
to the failing principle of spiritualization, is worse in comparison
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with that which is superior and shamed by the sight of the lastingly
inferior. This extraterritoriality of the Fourth Estate is perpetuated
by materialism’s philistine and barbarian aspects—perpetuated
into a culture which is now no longer confined to the Fourth Estate
but has spread throughout culture itself. Materialism comes to be
the very relapse into barbarism which it was supposed to prevent.
To work against this is not the most irrelevant among the tasks of
critical theory; otherwise the old untruth will continue with a
diminished coefficient of friction and a more baneful effect.
Subalternity increases, once the revolution has suffered the same
fate as the Second Coming.

Materialist theory became not only aesthetically defective, as
against the vacuous sublimity of bourgeois consciousness; it
became untrue. This is theoretically determinable. Dialectics lies
in things, but it could not exist without the consciousness that
reflects it—no more than it can evaporate into that consciousness.
If matter were total, undifferentiated, and flatly singular, there
would be no dialectics in it. In official materialist dialectics,
epistemology was skipped by fiat; epistemology’s revenge has been
the image doctrine. The thought is not an image of the thing (it
becomes that only in an Epicurean-style materialist mythology
which invents the emission by matter of little images); the thought
aims at the thing itself. Demythologization, the thought’s
enlightening intent, deletes the image character of consciousness.
What clings to the image remains idolatry, mythic enthrallment
The totality of images blends into a wall before reality. The image
theory denies the spontaneity of the subject, a movens of the
objective dialectics of productive forces and conditions. If the
subject is bound to mulishly mirror the object—necessarily missing
the object, which only opens itself to the subjective surplus in the
thought—the result is the unpeaceful spiritual silence of integral
administration.

Nothing but an indefatigably reified consciousness will believe,
or will persuade others to believe, that it possesses photographs
of objectivity. The illusions of such a consciousness turn into
dogmatic immediacies. When Lenin, rather than go in for
epistemology, opposed it in compulsively reiterated avowals of
the noumenality of cognitive objects, he meant to demonstrate
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that subjective positivisin is conspiring with the powers that be.
His political requirements turned him against the goal of theoretical
cognition. A transcendent argumentation disposes of things on
the basis of its claim to power, and with disastrous results: the
unpenetrated target of the criticism remains undisturbed as it is,
and not being hit at all, it can be resurrected at will in changed
constellations of power.

Brecht said once that the book on empirio-criticism obviated
any further need to criticize the philosophy of immanence. It was
a shortsighted remark. Materialist theory is subject to philosophical
desiderata if it is not to succumb to the same provincialism that
disfigures art in Eastern countries. The object of theory is not
something immediate, of which theory might carry home a replica.
Knowledge has not, like the state police, a rogues’ gallery of its
objects. Rather, it conceives them as it conveys them; else it would
be content to describe the façade. As Brecht did admit, after all,
the criterion of sense perception—overstretched and problematic
even in its proper place—is not applicable to radically indirect
society. What immigrated into the object as the law of its motion,
inevitably concealed by the ideological form of the phenomenon,
eludes that criterion.

Marx, disgusted with the academic squabbles, went rampaging
through the epistemological categories like the proverbial bull in
the china shop; he scarcely put too much weight on terms such as
“reflection,” where alleged supremacy is won at the cost of the
subjective-critical moment. Living side by side with ideology in
the stress on that moment is a bit of hostility to ideology, a bar to
the subreption that products and conditions of production are
immediate nature. No theory may, for agitatorial simplicity’s sake,
play the fool about objectively attained knowledge. Theory must
reflect the state of this knowledge and promote its advance. The
unity of theory and practice was not meant as a concession to
weakness of thought, which is a teratism spawned by the repressive
society. The computer—which thinking wants to make its own
equal and to whose greater glory it would like nothing better than
to eliminate itself—is the bankruptcy petition of consciousness in
the face of a reality which at the present stage is not given visually
but functionally, an abstraction in itself.
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Representational thinking would be without reflection—an
undialectical contradiction, for without reflection there is no theory.
A consciousness interpolating images, a third element, between
itself and that which it thinks would unwittingly reproduce idealism.
A body of ideas would substitute for the object of cognition, and
the subjective arbitrariness of such ideas is that of the authorities.
The materialist longing to grasp the thing aims at the opposite: it
is only in the absence of images that the full object could be
conceived. Such absence concurs with the theological ban on
images. Materialism brought that ban into secular form by not
permitting Utopia to be positively pictured; this is the substance of
its negativity. At its most materialistic, materialism comes to agree
with theology. Its great desire would be the resurrection of the
flesh, a desire utterly foreign to idealism, the realm of the absolute
spirit. The perspective vanishing point of historic materialism would
be its self-sublimation, the spirit’s liberation from the primacy of
material needs in their state of fulfillment. Only if the physical
urge were quenched would the spirit be reconciled and would
become that which it only promises while the spell of material
conditions will not let it satisfy material needs.


